Ultra Guard Premium Wood Floor Care Program

WAXIE Ultra Sport Wood Finish is a high performance water-based urethane/acrylic wood floor finish that provides long
lasting beauty and protection to all wood floors. It's a single component product that requires no separate catalyst and
applies well with most applicators so it’s easy to use. There is only a one hour dry time between coats, under normal
conditions, and Ultra Sport is 70% cured in just 24 hours and 100% cured in 72 hours. This allows the gym to be open for
traffic and back in service quickly. Ultra Sport offers excellent black mark, scuff, and soil resistance and is uniquely restorable
using standard high speed burnishing equipment. Ultra Sport also meets or exceeds all federal and state regulations for
VOC content, finish does not contain NMP or APEO, is slip resistant per ASTM D2047 and is MFMA Certified.

Packaging: 5 Gallon Pail

Product coverage rate: Up to 1000 sq. ft. per gal.

Dilution: Ready to Use

ITEM #934660

THE NEXT GENERATION IN WOOD FLOOR CARE SOLUTIONS

ULTRA SPORT
FEATURE

ADVANTAGE

BENEFIT

48 Hour “Open Time”

The Ultra Sport finish stays open for up to
48 hours after it is applied to the surface.

Allows for recoating of additional coats at
anytime within the 48 hour open time
window.

One-Part Water-Based
Formulation

Offers appearance and durability that is
equal to or greater than other wood floor
finishes. As a one-part formulation, there is
no mixing and no pot life, which makes for
each application and clean-up.

Long lasting durability without the hassles or
strong odors normally associated with wood
floor finishes. By not having to mix two
components, there is no mess or disposal of
unused product and wasted labor on cleanup.

Simplified Floor
Preparation

WAXIE Ultra Sport allows the use of
traditional VCT hard floor preparation
products and procedures. By using
preparation procedures, producting a topquality floor is easier to achieve.

WAXIE Ultra Sport keeps it simple. Producing
beautifully coated floors that provide long
lasting shine and durability.

Great finish build, which provides truly
amazing gloss with true-view finish clarity.
Ultra Sport can be cleaned then burnished to
restore its gloss.

Using either a lightweight T-Bar or
heavyweight T-bar for finish application,
WAXIE Ultra Sport produces unmatched
90+ gloss. With gloss restoration, Ultra Sport
can look good all year long.

WAXIE Ultra Sport is VOC compliant in all 50
states and California Proposition 65
compliant.

By meeting all State and Federal guidelines,
WAXIE Ultra Sport helps to insure safe
interaction between people and product,
while product is being applied to the floor.

Extreme High Gloss
and Clarity with Gloss
Restoration Capability

VOC Compliant
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